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[' Public Service Electric and Gas Company P.O. Box 236 Hanaccks Bridge, New Jersey 08038 '
,

? Salem Oonerating Station ,,

i

February 21,-1990

U.'-S. Nuclear Regulatory; Commission
Document: Control: Desk-'

. Washington, DC' 20555

-Dear = Sir:

SALF.M GENERATING STATION
'

LICENSE NO. DPR-75
DOCKET NO. 50-311.

UNIT NO. 2~

LICENSEE' EVENT REPORT 90-009-00<s

This: Licensee; Event Report is being submitted pursuant to the
requirements of-the Code of' Federal Regulations 10CFR-

' 50'.73 (a) (2) (iv) . This. report is required within thirty (30) days
* of' discovery.

,

Sincerely-yours,

L. K. Miller
General Manager -
Salem Operations
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| On January 23, 1990 at 2251 hours, the RMS Plant Vent Radioactive
! Iodine Monitor, 2R41B, channel spiked high resulting in a Containment

Purge / Pressure-Vacuum Relief System (CP/P-VRS) isolation signal.
After return to service, the channel failed low on January 30, 1990 at'

1908 hours, again resulting in a CP/P-VRS isolation signal. The
CP/P-VRS is considered an Engineered Safety Feature (ESF). The root
cause of the CP/P-VRS actuations is attributed to a design / equipment
problem associated with the Victoreen RMS equipment. The first
occurrence was attributed to a voltage spike, while the second
occurrence was caused by a defective scaler test jack and poorly
seated connections in the back plane. The 2R41B channel monitors the
plant vent effluent releases for radioactive iodines via
representative sampling. The CP/P-VRS isolation was the result of an,

'

RMS channel 2R41B equipment problem, and not the result of high plant
vent radioactive iodine activity. Therefore, this event did not
affect the health or safety of the public. The 2R41A and 2R41B
channel control modules and scalar modules were reseated. The scaler
test jack was replaced. Following each occurrence, a channel
functional test, per procedure, was successfully completed prior to

,

L declaring either of the channels operable. Engineering has
| investigated the concerns with the Unit 2 RMS channels. It is

anticipated that several system design modifications will eliminate
i the spurious ESF actuation signals. One of these design modifications

is the installation of an uninterruptable power supply. The plans for
!

| completion of these modifications are included in the current PSE&G
l Living Engineering Plan for the RMS system.
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' LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUATION
,

Salen Generating Station DOCKET NUMBER LER NUMBER PAGE
.Upit 2 5000311- -90-009-00- 2 of 3_

! . PLANT ANDfSYSTEM IDENTIFICATION:

Westinghouse' - Pressurized Water Reactor

Energy Industry-Identification System (EIIS) codes arn. identified in
the text as lxxl

<

IDENTIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE 1t

Engineered Safety Feature-(ESF); Actuation Signals - Containment
Purge / Pressure-Vacuum Relief Isolation, Due_to a Design / Equipment
Problem

Event Date(s): 1/23/90-and 1/30/90

Report Date: 2/21/90-

This report was initiated by Incident Report Nos. 90-064 and 90-087.

COJ{DITIONS PRIOR TO~ OCCURRENCE:_

1/23/90 - Mode 1 Reactor Power 10% and increasing (startup)
1/30/90 - Mode 1 Reactor Power 96%

_pESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE:

'
This:LER' addresses two (2) Radiation Monitoring System (RMS) (ILI
channel failures'which resulted in actuation signals for-containment
Purge / Pressure-Vacuum Relief IBFl. The root _cause of the actuations
is_ attributed to a design / equipment problem associated with the
Victoreen RMS equipment. This concern has been-identified and
discussed in prior LERs, (e.g., 311/89-020-00 and 311/89-026-00).

On January 23, 1990 at 2251 hours, the RMS Plant Vent Radioactive
Iodine-Monitor, 2R41B, channel spiked high resulting in a Containment-
Purge / Pressure-Vacuum Relief System (CP/P-VRS) isolation signal.
After return to service, the channel failed low on January 30, 1990
at 1908 hours, again resultine in a CP/P-VRS isolation signal.

The CP/P-VRS is considered an Engineered Safety Feature (ESF).
Subsequently, within four-(4) hours of each occurrence,.the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission wau notified of the automatic actuation of
.CP/P-VRS as required by Code of Federal Regulations 10CFRw

50.72 (b) (2) (ii) .

APPARENT CAUSE__OF OCCURRENCE:

As stated above, the root cause of the CP/P-VRS actuations is
attributed to a design / equipment problem associated with the
Victoreen RMS equipment. The first occurrence was attributed to a
voltage spike, while the second occurrence was caused by a defective
scaler test jack and poorly seated connections in the back plane.

The-2R41B detector _is a Victoreen Model 843-34 NaI Detector.
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ANAhYSJS OF OCCURRENCE:

Isolation of the CP/P-VRS is part of the design Engineered Safety
Features-(ESFs). It mitigates the release of excessive quantities of
radioactive material to the environment after a design base accident.

The 2R41B channel monitor's the plant vent effluent releases for
radioactive iodines via representative sampling, The ESF actuation
feature of CP/P-VRS isolation, associated with this channel, is of
conservative design. It is not taken credit for in the UFSAR nor is
it addressed by the Technical Specifications. The channel which is
taken credit for CP/P-VRS isolation is-the 2R12A channel which
monitor's Containment noble gas activity. During the 2R41B CP/P-VRS
isolation signal events, the 2R12A monitor remained operable.

The valves associated with CP/P-VRS functioned as designed upon
receipt of the ESF actuation signal (s).

At the time of the CP/P-VRS actuation signals, no plant vent releases-
were in progress (e.g., Waste Gas etc.). The 2R41A (Plant Vent...

Radioactive Particulate monitor) and the 2R41C (Plant. Vent noble gas
monitor) did not register any abnormal activity levels.

As indicated in the Apparent Cause of Occurrence section, the CP/P-VRS
isolation was the result of an RMS channel 2R41B equipment problem.
It-was not the result of high plant vent radioactive iodine-activity.
Therefore, this event did not affect the health or safety of the
public. However, due to the activation of an ESF system, this event
is reportable.in accordance with the Code of Federal Regulations 10CFR
50.73 (a) (2) (iv) .

CORRECTIVE ACTION:

As part of the investigations with the above events, the 2R41A and
2R41B channel control modules and scalar modules were reseated. The
scaler test jack was replaced. Following each occurrence, a channel
functional test, per procedure, was successfully completed prior to
declaring either of the channels operable.

As indicated in LER 311/89-025-00, Engineering has investigated the
concerns with the Unit 2 RMS channels. It is anticipated that several
system design modifications will eliminate the spurious ESF actuation

I signals. One of these design modifications is the installation of an
uninterruptable power supply (UPS), currently scheduled for June
1990. The plans for completion of these modifications are included in
the current PSE&G Living Engineering Plan for the RMS system.

General Manager -
Salem Operations

MJP:pc
SORC Mtg. 90-015


